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Mario Pieri (1860-1913) was an Italian mathematician who made significant contributions 
to algebraic geometry and the foundations of mathematics. Nevertheless, his research is 
not as well known today as it might be, in part because it was overshadowed by that of 
more famous contemporaries, notably David Hilbert and Giuseppe Peano. The purpose of 
this article is to provide an overview of Pieri's principal results in mathematics. After 
presenting a biographical sketch of his life, it surveys his research, contrasting the reception 
of his work in algebraic geometry with that in foundations. Possible reasons for the relative 
obscurity of his work in foundations are explored, and an annotated list of Pieri's publications 
is included at the end of the article. 
Mario Pieri (1860-1913) era uno matematico Italiano che ha fatto contribuzioni s gnificanti 
alla Geometria Algebrica e alle fondamenta della Matematica. Pertanto, la Sua ricerca 
non ~ cosi noto come dovrebbe ssere, in parte perch~ ~ stata ombreggiata da quella di 
contemporanei piO famosi, notevolmente David Hilbert e Giuseppe Peano. Lo scopo di 
quest'articolo ~ di provvedere un compendio dei resulti principali di Pieri in Matematica. 
Dopo aver presentato uno schizzo biografico, seguono sservazioni sulla Sua ricerca, e 
quindi contrasti fra come ~ stato ricevuto il Suo lavoro in Geometria Algebrica con quello 
in fondamenta. Le ragioni possibili per la relativa oscurit~ del Suo lavoro in fondamenta sono 
esplorate, e un'elenco annotato delle pubblicazioni di Pied ~ incluso alia fine dell'articolo. 
Mario Pieri (1860-1913) war ein Italienischer Mathematiker, der bedeutende B itr~ige zur 
algebraischen Geometric und zu den Grundlagen der Mathematik verfalSte. Dennoch ist sein 
Werk nicht so wohlbekannt, wie es sein sollte, teilweise weil es von jenem beriihmterer 
Zeitgenossen iiberschattet wurde, insbesondere von David Hilbert und Giuseppe Peano. 
Der vorliegende Aufsatz m6chte ine l~Ibersicht fiber Pieris mathematische Hauptergebnisse 
liefern. Nach einer kurzen biographischen Skizze gibt er einen AbriB von Pieris Forschungen, 
wobei er die Rezeption der Arbeiten zur algebraischen Geometric derjenigen zu den Grundla- 
gen gegeniiberstellt. M6gliche Griinde fiir die ziemliche Unbekanntheit seiner Arbeiten zu 
den Grundlagen werden er6rtert. Ein kommentiertes Verzeichnis yon Pieris Ver6ffentli- 
chungen beschliel3t den Aufsatz. © 1993 Academic Press, Inc. 
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Mario Pieri was born in Lucca, Italy on June 22, 1860. He attended the Scuola 
Technica in Lucca and the Instituto Tecnica in Bologna for his secondary school 
studies. In 1880, he began his studies in mathematics at the Universit~t di Bologna, 
where he quickly earned the admiration of his instructor Salvatore Pincherle, who 
was one of the founders of functional analysis, along with Vito Volterra (later a 
colleague of Pied at the Universit~ di Torino). A year later, Pieri obtained a 
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scholarship to study at Italy's leading mathematical center, the Scuola Reale 
Normale Superiore in Pisa, where he earned his doctorate on June 27, 1884, with 
a dissertation on the singularities of the Jacobians of second, third, and fourth 
degree polynomials. This dissertation went unpublished, but it was cited in his 
1884 abstract on the singularities of Jacobians (2). (Numbers in parentheses refer 
to the annotated list of Pieri's works, at the end of the article.) Pieri's instructors 
at Pisa included such distinguished names as Enrico Betti, Ulysse Dini, and Luigi 
Bianchi. 
In 1891, after brief appointments a an instructor at the Scuola Tecnica and at 
the Scuola Reale Normale Superior in Pisa, Pieri was appointed Professor of 
Projective and Descriptive Geometry at the Accademia Militare in Turin. At the 
same time, he served as Adjunct Professor of Projective Geometry at the Uni- 
versit~ di Torino. While at Turin, Pieri became involved with a group of Italian 
mathematicians who were working under the leadership of Giuseppe Peano. This 
was a profound and formative xperience for Pieri. As many as 45 mathematicians 
who belonged to the "Peano school" were collaborating on an intensive program to 
stimulate research in and promote the use of the axiomatic method. One significant 
feature of Peano's program was investigations into mathematical logic with the 
goal of establishing a symbolic notation for formal reasoning [Rodriguez-Con- 
suegra 1991, 92]. Pieri was deeply influenced by Peano and other members of the 
school, notably Cesare Burali-Forti and Alessandro Padoa, each of whom was an 
ardent champion (as was Pieri) of Peano's mathematical logic. 
In 1900, Pieri was named Extraordinary Professor of Projective and Descriptive 
Geometry at the Universit~ di Catania in Sicily, and was promoted to Ordinary 
Professor in 1903. In 1908, he returned to an area near his beloved Tuscany to 
become Ordinary Professor of Projective and Descriptive Geometry at the Uni- 
versitg di Parma, where he remained until 1911, when he was stricken by cancer. 
He died, in 1913, at the age of 52, in Saint Andrea Di Compito near Lucca. In an 
obituary for Pieri, Beppo Levi, his colleague at Parma, wrote: "The work of Pieri 
was distinguished by carefulness of method, of order, of rigor. And such were 
the signs of his character: he was on every occasion, sincere, exact, and honest 
without possible compromise" [1914b, 69]. 
PIERI'S WORK IN ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY 
At the very beginning of his career, Pieri worked on problems in metric differen- 
tial geometry (1, 3), using standard techniques ofcalculus to study those properties 
of curves and surfaces that vary from point to point. His primary results in this 
area were completed at Pisa under the influence of Bianchi, who was the most 
prominent representative of this branch of mathematics in Italy. Pieri soon turned 
to algebraic geometry [1], however, examining algebraic surfaces and rational 
transformations of space in the tradition of Corredo Segre. Treating enumerative 
questions [2], Pieri's principal area of research was the theory of correspondences, 
using the projective methods introduced by Michael Chasles and Hermann Schu- 
bert. Eventually, he turned to the foundations of projective geometry, stimulated 
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by Christian von Staudt's Die Geometrie der Lage, which he translated and edited 
in 1889 (9). Von Staudt's influence and Pieri's results in foundations, including 
his 11 papers of projective geometry (31-34, 37, 39, 40, 44, 46, 47, 50) are discussed 
below. Largely because of his work in foundations of projective geometry, Pieri 
received honorable mention at the awarding of the 1904 Lobachevsky Prize by 
the Physical-Mathematical Society of the University of Kazan (the prize was won 
by Hilbert). 
Pieri's 33 papers in algebraic geometry (2, 4-8, 10-30, 35, 36, 43, 45, 48, and 
59) were written for the most part while he was at Turin. This work extended, 
improved, and initiated research in this field, and many of his results are still 
known today. 
Pieri often obtained new results by applying known techniques to problems in 
ways that had not previously been considered. For example, one aspect of his 
work was the investigation of problems relating to singular points of algebraic 
curves and to multiplicities of intersections of curves. In "Trasformazione di ogni 
curva algebrica in altra priva di punti multipli" (26), he revealed the possibility 
of applying Pli~cker's formulas to singular curves, illustrating how higher singulari- 
ties (to which the formulas failed to apply) should be equivalent o a certain 
number of double points and cusps (or dually of bitangents and inflection tangents). 
He then showed how these numbers can be used to determine xactly which 
intersections of two curves are absorbed by a singular point common to both. 
At the end of the 19th century, the study of algebraic surfaces of low degree 
had just begun [Gray 1989, 379]. Pieri's investigations of rational transformations 
to establish correspondences between surfaces contributed to the early research 
in the field. His 1889 work "SuIle tangenti triple di alcune superficie del sest'or- 
dine" (8) appeared at a time when there was "little research about surfaces of 
order greater than four" [Loria 1896, 119]. Using the principle of correspondence 
of Chasles (see [Dieudonn6 1985, 15]), Pieri obtained results that stimulated the 
construction of theories of multiple transformations between spaces. 
In enumerative geometry, Pieri extended the results of his predecessors, notably 
Chasles, Segre, and Schubert. For example, in an 1887 work "Sul principio di 
corrispondenza in uno spazio lineare qualunque ad n dimensioni" (6), he examined 
extensions of correspondences to cases not considered by Chasles. In "Sopra un 
teorema di geometria d n dimensioni" (7), he developed Segre's concept of the 
product of two varieties, by synthetically demonstrating for the first time that two 
algebraic varieties in n-space intersect, in general, in a variety whose order is 
equal to the product of the orders of the given varieties. Pieri also improved on 
the work of Schubert and applied his techniques to new problems. In Kalkiil der 
abzdhlenden Geometrie Schubert [1879] presented a calculus for dealing with 
enumerative questions involving algebraic urves and surfaces. Given a geometric 
problem that can be expressed as a system of equations of certain degrees with 
a given number of homogeneous variables, its solution is given by the solution 
set of the equations, counted with their proper multiplicity. Schubert determined 
the number of solutions (intersections) for specially contrived cases of the geomet- 
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ric problem, in order to give the number of intersections ingeneral cases. However, 
he was unable to ensure that each intersection was counted with the correct 
multiplicity. Pieri and Hieronymus Georg Zeuthen produced a method of dealing 
with multiple intersections in the Schubert calculus [3], and provided applications 
of the Schubert calculus to other problems in enumerative geometry. 
Important aspects of modern research in algebraic geometry can be traced to 
Pieri's work on the algebra of correspondences (a  well as on residual intersection 
problems and intersection formulas for enumerative problems). For example, in 
"Formule di coincidenza per le serie algebriche di coppie di punti dello spazio a 
n dimensioni" (12), he attempted to find higher dimensional analogues for corre- 
spondences, and the resulting "Pieri theorem," in the words of William Fulton, 
"stands out as a precursor of modern excess intersection theory" [1984, 318]. 
Several of Pieri's methods have become the focus of subsequent work in intersec- 
tion theory [4], and the "Pieri formulas" are treated in many modern texts on 
algebraic geometry [5]. Pieri eventually ceased working on algebraic geometry in 
favor of axiomatics. Still much of his research on algebraic surfaces and many of 
his results in enumerative geometry were significant in his own time, and are still 
of interest oday. 
PIERI'S WORK IN FOUNDATIONS 
Pieri has been called "a true bridge between the two most prestigious Italian 
mathematical schools of the epoch: that of logic and that of algebraic geometry" 
[Brigaglia & Masotto 1982, 135]. Unfortunately, however, it appears that his work 
in axiomatics is not as well known today as are his results in algebraic geometry, 
despite its historical and mathematical importance. Possible reasons for this will 
be discussed following an overview of the work itself. 
Pieri was led to pursue research in axiomatics largely due to the influence of 
von Staudt, Moritz Pasch, and Peano. Inspired by these predecessors, he pub- 
lished, first at Turin and then later at Catania and Parma, axiomatic systems that 
provided a solid basis for projective geometry, thereby establishing this classical 
subject as a purely deductive science. In doing so, he used a free-floating approach 
that began with primitives which were totally removed from empirical intuition 
(i.e., they had no physical interpretation). He then constructed his theory by 
means of postulates introduced only when the need for them occurred. Thus, 
without losing its applicability to concrete cases, his geometry possessed the 
maximum possible arbitrariness and provided an enlargement of vision that gave 
insight into the logical structure of the subject. Pieri also focused on metamathe- 
matical issues, characterizing the nature of axiomatic theory, while seeking to 
reduce the number of primitive concepts necessary for development of a subject, 
and demonstrating the independence and relative consistency of his postulates. 
Among his I I papers on projective geometry, the first 3, published in 1895, 
employed 3 undefined terms: point, straight line, and projective segment (31, 32, 
33). He used these same undefined terms the following year in an axiom system 
for the projective geometry of hyperspaces (34). In 1897-1898, Pieri showed that 
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projective geometry (and hence the abstract metric geometry derived from it) can 
be based on two undefined terms: projective point and the join of two projective 
points, i.e., the projective line (37, 39). 
Pieri was deeply influenced by von Staudt. In many of his works in projective 
geometry, he improved upon von Staudt's theories by using his new axiomatic 
system. For example, yon Staudt's statement of the fundamental theorem of 
projective geometry had been called into question because he had not resolved 
the issue of continuity [6]. In an 1898 paper (40), Pieri proved the fundamental 
theorem without any appeal to the continuity of the line by constructing projective 
geometry based on the primitive notions of point and homography. In a 1903 paper 
(46), proceeding from the projective notions of point and line in the manner of 
von Staudt, he again proved the theorem without admitting the totality of real 
points. 
In a 1904 paper, "Nuovi principii di geometria projettiva complessa" (47) Pieri 
presented the first axiomatic system for complex projective geometry that was 
not only free from algebraic onsiderations but also free from every deductive 
connection with ordinary real projective geometry [Peano & Segre 1904-1905, 
379]. His axiomatization established in a purely deductive manner the essential 
part of the Beitriige zur Geometrie der Lage of von Staudt. It was based on three 
primitives: complex projective point, complex line (union of two distinct complex 
points), and chain (concatenation of three collinear and distinct complex points, 
i.e., the "Kette" of von Staudt) and a system of 30 postulates. Pieri reversed the 
process of von Staudt (who had developed complex projective geometry from 
real projective geometry) in the following way: he derived the fundamental part 
of complex projective geometry for spaces of n dimensions and then showed how 
these axioms and theorems could be used to construct part of real projective 
geometry. He further demonstrated how the postulates for points of a chain 
correspond to the postulates for real lines, and then showed how real and complex 
projective geometry diverge when one examines the totality of complex points of 
a line, chains of a line, areas in which the line is divided by a chain, etc. Finally, 
by defining two kinds of transformations that send chains to chains, he showed 
how the remaining postulates and theorems of real space can be obtained from 
those of complex space by fixing an arbitrary chain in complex space, calling the 
points of real space points of this chain, and harmonically separating complex 
conjugate points from the chain. The procedures Pieri used in this work fostered 
a deeper understanding of the relationship between real and complex projective 
geometry. With his purely logical treatment of the existence of imaginary points 
(instead of defining, as did von Staudt, an imaginary point as a figure composed 
of real elements), he provided mathematicians with an important ool for the 
theory of the imaginary in projective geometry. 
Pieri's most significant contribution to projective geometry was in helping to 
establish it as an independent science--independent of metric geometry. This was 
an objective of von Staudt, who inspired other mathematicians, including Pieri, 
in the same endeavor. The vehicle that Pieri used to realize von Staudt's goal was 
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axiomatics, and in this effort, Pieri was especially influenced by Pasch and Peano. 
Their systems of arithmetic and elementary geometry served as incentives for 
him to construct an analogous ystem for projective geometry "to make it a 
science in itself, and not just an extension of elementary geometry" [Skof 1960, 
64]. 
In "I principii della geometria diposizione composti in sistema logico deduttivo" 
(39), Pieri used 2 undefined terms (projective point and join of projective points) 
and 19 sequentially independent axioms to construct projective geometry using 
only projective notions. He was able to give points, lines, and planes an order 
independent of metrical considerations by defining terms such as "figures," "to 
lie," "equal," etc., using only his two primitive terms. He introduced the harmonic 
range by means of the quadrangle of MObius, and used it to define segments in 
the following way: a projective segment determined by three distinct points a, b, 
c of a line is the locus of the harmonic conjugates of b with respect o a pair of 
points harmonic relative to a and c. Thus Pieri reversed the approach often taken 
by other geometers who defined segments in terms of order; instead, he defined 
order in terms of segments. By means of harmonic relations, he divided a line 
into two segments with respect o any two of its points, and thereby generated 
an order for all points on a line. 
Pieri's method of defining separation in terms of incidence has proved to be a 
powerful technique. In developing a proof of the fundamental theorem of projective 
geometry, for example, H. S. M. Coxeter used Pieri's definition of segment o 
establish that "every projectivity is an ordered correspondence" without any 
appeal to continuity [Coxeter 1960, 167]. By representing order using purely projec- 
tive considerations, Pieri was able to prove many theorems that had previously 
been incapable of projective proof directly from projective premises. 
Pieri then based his definition of"sense"  (orientation) of a line on the projective 
notion of order. He was thus the first to introduce sense [7] into projective geometry 
solely on the basis of primitive premises [D'Ovidio, Segre, & Peano 1897-1898, 
149]. 
Finally, his 1897 work, "I principii della geometria di posizione composti n 
sistema logico deduttivo" (39), gives evidence of Pieri's metamathematical on- 
cerns. In the appendix, he demonstrated the "ordinal independence" ofhis postu- 
lates; i.e., no postulate is a logical consequence of the ones that precede it. Some 
of the interpretations proposed in his independence proofs [8] determine what are 
now generally known as finite geometries. 
Pieri's interest in foundations was not limited to projective geometry. He also 
studied elementary geometry. In 1899 he constructed an axiom system for Euclid- 
ean and Bolyai-Lobachevskian geometry based on two terms, point and motion 
(41), that preceded the publication of Hilbert's system by several months. In 
it, he gave a rigorous exposition of absolute geometry, using his postulates to 
characterize the set of motions (direct isometries) as a group of transformations 
acting on the set of points [9]. This axiomatization anticipated what has been 
called "one of the most remarkable contributions to the foundations of geometry 
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by the Peano school" [Borga & Palladino 1992, 32]: namely, Pieri's development 
of elementary geometry based on the notions of point and sphere (54). This 1908 
treatment of three-dimensional Euclidean geometry was based on the properties 
of the group of isometries. Burali-Forti employed this scheme in Logica matema- 
tica as a basis for his logical explication of lines, surfaces, and solids, and it also 
served as a source of inspiration for Alfred Tarski and his followers. 
As with projective geometry, Pieri made several attempts to establish other 
geometries as independent systems by creating axiomatizations for them that 
presupposed only those properties inherent to them. For example, in 1910 he 
placed inversive geometry (i.e., the geometry of transformations by reciprocal 
radii) on a new basis--independent of elementary and projective geometry or any 
other analytic or geometric presuppositions (55). 
Although Pieri was primarily concerned with geometry, he published several 
important papers in foundations of arithmetic (49, 51, 53). In one 1905 paper (49), 
he used a purely logical argument--an analysis of the concept of the class of 
classes--to define the irrational numbers. In another, "Sur la compatibilit6 des 
axiomes de l'arithm6tique" (51), he gave an interpretation of the notion of whole 
number within the context of the logic of finite classes, attempting to prove the 
compatibility of the postulate of induction with the other postulates of arithmetic 
given by Peano [1889b]. 
Pieri's axiomatization for arithmetic, "Sopra gli as siomi aritmetici" (53), a study 
based on the primitive notions of number and successor of a number, simplified 
the theory of Peano [1889b] by reducing the number of primitive concepts to two 
and the number of postulates to four, and by substituting for the principle of 
mathematical induction an existence postulate that was logically simpler than 
Peano's, yet equivalent to it. Pieri's "postulate of the minimum" states that in 
every nonempty class (subset) of natural numbers, there exists at least one number 
that is not the successor of some number belonging to the same class. In this 1907 
paper, he demonstrated the independence of his system of postulates by exhibiting 
models, as he had in his 1897 work (39) in projective geometry. 
Certain themes pervaded much of Pieri's research in foundations of mathemat- 
ics. For example, he sought o reconstruct geometry in a variety of ways, exploring 
the freedom one has in the choice between different sets of primitive notions. 
Thus, on the one hand, he searched for different geometries that arise from the 
same set of primitive concepts, as in his axiomatizations of ordinary projective 
geometry and the projective geometry of hyperspace, which he based on the same 
three undefined terms: point, straight line, and projective segment (31, 32, 33, 
34). On the other hand, he also sought o identify specific geometries emanating 
from different systems of primitive ideas. In 1897 he established a system for 
projective geometry based on the ideas of point and homography (the join of two 
projective points), whereas in 1900 he employed straight lines and their incidence 
relations (44), and still later, in 1910, in his postulates for inversive geometry, he 
used the primitive notions of point and circle (55). 
Pieri had an important overall goal in his research in foundations of mathematics: 
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he sought to reveal how mathematics can be viewed as a purely speculative, 
abstract science. To do this, he constructed arithmetic, elementary geometry, 
projective geometry, and inversive geometry as "hypothetical-deductive sys- 
tems" (a phrase he coined) possessing the following characteristics: the arbitrary 
selection of primitive terms for the theory having no connections with experience; 
the use of postulates, which are taken to be neither true nor false but only to 
express conditions which may or may not be verified, but which implicitly define 
[10] the primitive terms of the system; and the derivation of theorems from the 
postulates by application of the laws of logic with no ultimate dependence on 
intuition. For his axiom systems, he relied on the logical symbolism of Peano. 
He strove for a minimum number of primitive terms, and included only nominal 
definitions. Pieri's hypothetical-deductive systems were "unfoldings" of the sub- 
ject matter: in order to clearly establish how a given proposition in the theory 
proceeded from the postulates, he introduced the latter only as they were needed. 
Pieri' s mathematical nd metamathematical research in foundations had its roots 
in his affiliation with the Peano school. Yet, although he was greatly influenced 
by Peano and others at Turin, he had his own agenda. At times, he rejected 
positions held by Peano and other members of the school, and pursued research 
that was not actively promoted by the school. For example, Pieri renounced 
Peano's belief (shared by Giuseppe Veronese, Federico Enriques, and others) 
that the source of the primitive concepts of an axiomatic theory was to be found 
in experience. He concentrated on issues of consistency of an axiom system when 
most others in the Peano school displayed indifference to such matters. Even 
when he was engaged in endeavors pursued by other mathematicians i  the school, 
Pieri often chose a different path. For example, in 1906, he sought o obtain proof 
of the consistency of arithmetic by constructing what would today be called a set- 
theoretical model (51), in contrast to, for example, the method proposed by Padoa 
and endorsed by Peano at the International Congress of Mathematicians held in 
Paris in 1900. 
Pieri's research in foundations was, in the words of Levi, "the most characteris- 
tic expression of his spirit" [1914b, 67]. He produced 20 works in foundations of 
mathematics that are rigorous presentations--each one clearly demonstrating the 
hypothetical-deductive nature of mathematics a  he envisioned it. In crystallizing 
the logical characteristics ofan axiomatic system, defining and refining the compo- 
nents of axiomatic theory, and using axiomatizations to reveal the structure and 
expand the theories and methods of geometry and arithmetic, Pieri also helped 
to promote the axiomatic method as a powerful instrument of mathematical growth. 
Still, his work in foundations and its impact on the evolution of axiomatics has 
largely been forgotten for reasons that will now be considered. 
REASONS FOR PIERI'S RELATIVE OBSCURITY 
In his own lifetime, Pieri was not widely recognized, and it appears likely that 
his achievements have not been fully appreciated, due, at least in part, to his 
membership in the Peano school. Pieri's identification as a disciple of Peano has, 
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in one sense, secured his place in history, but it has also obscured his unique 
contributions to mathematics. Although Peano tirelessly applauded Pieri's works, 
he was a charismatic figure who often deflected attention and recognition to 
himself. In contrast, Pieri was an extremely unassuming man, ready to give credit 
to others (especially Peano) at every opportunity. 
Pieri's reputation may have suffered from his association with Peano as well. The 
fact that the latter's work was spurned by influential members of the mathematical 
community helps to explain why Pieri's work in foundations was largely ignored, 
in contrast o his work in algebraic geometry, which was very much within the 
mainstream of traditional mathematics. The decline in Peano's stature in mathe- 
matics commenced around 1900, when he turned his attention toward the develop- 
ment of a universal scientific language, while Pieri's major accomplishments in 
the foundations of mathematics occurred after 1895. 
Finally, the nature of Pieri's contributions to axiomatics also suggests why his 
work is not better known. Although Pieri did provide much that was new, some 
of his work was a direct extension and improvement ofPeano's theory and method, 
and it is often the case that the work of the innovator is remembered, whereas 
that of the improver is not [11]. Thus, in "Arithmetices principia, nova methodo 
exposita" [1889b], Peano presented his famous five postulates for arithmetic. As 
indicated earlier, Pieri (53) improved on Peano's work, by exhibiting an axiomatiza- 
tion of arithmetic based on two primitive concepts and four postulates which, 
"besides satisfying the logical ideal of being absolutely independent, are also 
immediately intuitive, and thus have an added pedagogical value" [Cassina 1961, 
9]. Yet despite these virtues, it is Peano's axiom system and not that of Pieri that 
is remembered today, and still studied. 
Pieri's affiliation with Peano and his school does not completely explain why 
his work was not more widely known. In Italy, Pieri was duly credited by those 
who knew his research (Peano, Burali-Forti, Loria, Giovanni Vailati, Padoa, etc.), 
but elsewhere his results did not generate the interest hey deserved. One possible 
explanation for this may be that Hilbert's research, which exerted such profound 
impact on the foundations of geometry, overshadowed Pieri's results in founda- 
tions. Also, Henri Poincar6's criticism of the foundational work of the Italian 
school was damaging. In view of Poincar6's international reputation in mathemat- 
ics, it seems likely that his opinions may have undermined the acceptance of 
Pieri's work in foundations at the beginning of the 20th century. To further compli- 
cate matters, some of those outside of Italy who did seek to publicize Pieri's 
research in his own time died prematurely (e.g., Couturat) while the work of 
others such as Russell was not widely read by the mathematical community. 
It seems that even later fate conspired to eclipse Pieri's work in foundations. 
For example, Pieri's 1908 axiomatization ofgeometry (54), based on the primitive 
notions of point and sphere, provided the basis for Alfred Tarski's treatment of 
Euclidean geometry, yet more than 40 years passed before Tarski actually pub- 
lished this work. In 1926, while at the University of Warsaw, Tarski had given a 
course in Euclidean geometry modeled on Pieri's axiomatization [Szczerba 1986, 
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908]. The axiom system that Tarski developed at that time was to have been 
published in France in 1940, but publication was postponed until 1967 because of 
the outbreak of World War II. Tarski's treatment of Euclidean geometry based 
on Pieri's work of 1908 became well known among his followers and has "stimu- 
lated new research on various classical geometric theories like absolute geometry, 
hyperbolic and elliptic geometries, affine geometry" [Szmielew 1974, 124]. Pieri 
was the first to construct Euclidean geometry on the notion of a ternary relation 
(equidistance of one point from another two), and the Tarski camp took note, 
extending Pieri's results. Indeed, Pieri's axiomatization is cited in the references 
for many of the resulting papers, but it was Tarski who received primary credit 
for these developments. Here, ironically, it was the improver, rather than the 
innovator, whose work was remembered. 
CONCLUSION 
In his brief mathematical career, Pieri published 58 papers, a textbook of projec- 
tive geometry, a translation of von Staudt's Die Geometrie der Lage, a translation 
and revision of Zeuthen's "Abz~ihlende Methoden," and 4 book reviews [12]. 
Today, his results in algebraic geometry are perhaps more widely known than his 
research in foundations. 
Yet recently, there has been renewed interest by the mathematical nd philo- 
sophical communities in Pieri's axiomatic research. In 1981, his 20 papers in 
foundations of mathematics were republished in Opere. The Italian scholars Marco 
Borga, Paolo Freguglia, and Dario Palladino reported favorably on Pieri's axio- 
matic work in their 1985 book I contributifondazionali della scuola di Peano. In 
collaboration with Francisco Rodriguez-Consuegra, the author of this article is 
completing a book on the geometric philosophy of Mario Pieri that will include 
English translations of two of Pieri's papers (39) and (41), axiomatizations of 
projective and elementary geometry [13]. A more thorough study of Pieri at this 
time should show that he was a pivotal figure in foundations of mathematics who 
merits a more significant place in the history of mathematics than he currently 
enjoys. 
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NOTES 
1. In the latter part of the 19th century, the term algebraic geometry was given to the study of 
algebraic invariants (seeking those properties of curves and surfaces that are invariant under linear 
and higher-degree transformations) and birational transformations (the class of transformations that 
are expressed algebraically as rational functions of the coordinates). For a nice discussion of algebraic 
geometry in the late 19th century, see [Gray 1989]. 
2. Enumerative geometry concerns problems of determining how many figures of a certain type 
satisfy algebraic or geometric onditions. 
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3. Many of Schubert's contemporaries devoted themselves to his work (G. Salmon, Cayley, M. 
Noether, G. Halphen, Segre, and Zeuthen). Hilbert's 15th problem sought he rigorous establishment 
of results published by Schubert on enumerative geometry. See [Kleiman 1976] for a nice discussion 
of this. Severi, in 1912, showed that the Schubert calculus can be justified as calculations in the 
homology ring of a nonsingular algebraic variety. Prior to that, Pieri (with G. Giambelli) provided a 
multiplication table of the basis for the closed algebraic variety known as the Schubert variety. New 
investigations related to the Schubert calculus (e.g., the general problem of finding the number of linear 
projective varieties of dimension d satisfying iven algebraic onditions) were conducted beginning in 
the 1930s. For a discussion of this and other references, ee [Dieudonn6 1985]. 
4. For example, Pieri's use of the procedure of reduction to the diagonal has played "an important 
role in intersection theory" [Fulton 1984, 151]. A. Weil later used this principle in modern geometry, 
as did S. Lefshetz in product manifolds. 
5. For example, PierFs formula for degeneracy loci is included in hltersection Theory. [Fulton 1984]. 
In a 1982 book, Geometry of Coxeter Groups, Hiller uses the geometry of the symmetric group of 
the classical Schubert calculus to deduce the Pieri formula describing the hyperplane intersection of 
Schubert varieties. 
6. Von Staudt's tatement of the fundamental theorem of projective geometry did not involve a 
hypothesis of continuity. Klein (1874) added continuity because he believed Staudt's construction 
only provided for the rationals. Later Gaston Darboux (1880) gave an analytic proof of von Staudt's 
formulation. Others working from a synthetic point of view (e.g., Theodor Reye (1886) and Pieri in 
his 1889 translation of von Staudt's book and in his 1898 axiomatization of projective geometry) 
postulated continuity of the line via Dedekind and proved the theorem. Hermann Wiener asserted 
that the theorem could be proved without continuity, using the theorems of Desargues and Pascal, 
and Friedrich Schur demonstrated this in 1899 (but his proof depended on axioms of congruence that 
belong to metric geometry). 
7. Von Staudt had introduced the "sense" of a line in order to deal with imaginary points in projective 
geometry (thus, his motivation was different from Pieri's). In von Staudt's theory, a conjugate imaginary 
pair of points could be represented by the real involution of the second kind that the pair generates 
on the real line joining them. This involution provided a real projective "visualization" of pairs of 
conjugate imaginary points. What he needed, in addition, was a method for visibly separating these 
points in the real domain. He did this by defining the sense of the line of the involution, so that the 
imaginary point became an i,~volution of the second kind on a line with a definite sense. 
8. In this effort Pieri was influenced by Peano, who had proved the independence of his axioms of 
arithmetic as early as 1891 in his paper "Sul concetto di numero." 
9. For a discussion of how Pieri developed the notion of line in this work without relying on the 
concept of order, see [Marchisotto 1992]. 
10. For Pieri, the implicit definition of the primitive terms by the postulates meant hat the postulates 
uniquely determine the properties of and the relations between the primitive terms. 
11. The case can be made here also with regard to Pieri and von Staudt, but the opposite situation 
applies when considering Pieri and Tarski. 
12. At the time of his death, Pieri had begun a new phase of scientific activity focused on vector 
calculus. His last works included a 1912 summary of some geometric notes to a volume in vector 
analysis by Burali-Forti and Roberto Marcolongo (57) and two 1913 memoirs (56, 58) where he 
correlated ifferential geometry to the geometry of vector fields. 
13. A description of this project will appear shortly in the History and Philosophy of Logic [Marchi- 
sotto and Rodriguez-Consuegra in press]. 
ANNOTATED LIST OF PIERI'S WORKS 
The terminology used is Pieri's. Some terms may no longer be current or may have different meanings 
in modern usage. Subjects of papers and brief comments of interest are given in braces beneath the 
citations. 
The chronological ordering refers to dates that are listed on Pieri's papers. These dates, which do 
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not always correspond to dates of publication, are those cited by Beppo Levi, 1914, unless otherwise 
noted. Publication dates are also given when they do not coincide with the dates on the papers. 
Peano presented several of Pieri's papers to the Academy of Sciences of Turin. The dates of these 
presentations are noted. 
Opere suifondamenti della matematica (Roma, 1980) is a collection (courtesy of the Unione Matema- 
tica Italiana and with contributions of the Consiglio Nazionale Delle Ricerche) of Pieri's works in 
foundations of mathematics, This book contains Pieri's 20 works in foundations, an obituary of Pieri 
written by Beppo Levi, and notices of 7 other articles about Pieri. In what follows this book will be 
referred to as Opere. 
1884 
(1) Intorno alle superficie licoidali [About helicoidal surfaces]. Giornale della Societ(~ di Letture e 
conoersazione scientifiche di Genoa, 1887. [Demonstration that if the axis of a helicoid is vertical, 
the lines of maximum slope of the surface are lines to conjugate tangents of the generating screws.] 
(2) Sopra alcuni problemi riguardanti i fasci di curve e di superficie algebriche [On some problems 
regarding pencils of curves and of algebraic surfaces]. Giornale di Matematiche 24, 13-22. Pub- 
lished in 1886. [Metrical properties of curves using Pliicker's generalizations that are based on 
conic sections.] 
1885 
(3) Intorno ad un teorema dei sigg. Betti e Weingarten [Concerning a theorem of Betti and Weingarten]. 
Giornale di Matematiche 24, 290-308. Published in 1886. 
1886 
(4) Sulle normali doppie di una curva gobba algebrica [On the normal doubles of a twisted algebraic 
curve]. Rendiconti della Reale Accademia dei Lincei 2 (4), 327-329. [Generation of algebraic 
surfaces of a certain order and investigation of metrical properties of such surfaces.] 
(5) Sulle normali doppie di una superficie algebrica [On the normal doubles of an algebraic surface]. 
Rendiconti della Reale Accademia dei Lincei 2 (4), 40-42. [The generation of algebraic surfaces 
of a certain order and metric properties of such surfaces.] 
1887 
(6) Sul principio di corrispondenza in uno spazio lineare qualunque ad n dimensioni [On the principle 
of correspondence in a linear space of n dimensions]. Rendiconti della Reale Accademia dei 
Lincei 3 (4), 196-199. [Extensions to cases not considered by Chasles.] 
1888 
(7) Sopra un teorema di geometria d n dimensioni [On a theorem of geometry of n dimensions]. 
Giornale di Matematiche 26, 251-254. [The first synthetic demonstration that two varieties of a 
space, in general, have in common one variety of orders equal to the product of their orders.] 
1889 
(8) Sulle tangenti triple di alcune superficie del sest'ordine [On tritangents of some surfaces of sixth 
order]. Atti della Reale Accademia della Scienze di Torino 24, 524-526. [Application of dual 
transformations to the study of certain transformations of the sixth order.] 
(9) Geometria di posizione di G. C. C. yon Staudt; traduzione dal tedesco a cura del dott. M. Pieri, 
preceduta da uno studio del prof. C. Segre sulla vita e le opere del v. Staudt. Bocca, Ed., Torino 
[Geometry of  Position of  G. C. C. yon Staudt; translation from the German edited by M. Pieri, 
preceded by a study by Professor C. Segre on the life and work ofv. Staudt. Bocca, Ed., Torino.] 
1890 
(10) Sulla corrispondenza algebrica fra due spazi rigati [On the algebraic orrespondence b tween two 
ruled spaces]. Atti della Reale Accademia della Scienze di Torino 25, 365-371. [Application of 
the concepts and methods of Schubert to determine elements united in algebraic orrespondences 
between the lines of two superimposed linear spaces.] 
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(11) Sulla geometria projettiva delle forme di 4 a specie [On the projective geometry of the 4 a (quaternary) 
form]. Giornale di Matematiche 28, 209-218. 
1891 
(12) Formule di coincidenza per le serie algebriche di coppie di punti dello spazio a n dimension 
[Coincidence formulas for the algebraic series of pairs of points in space of n dimensions]. 
Rendiconti del Circolo Matematico di Palermo 5, 252-268, 
(13) Sopra un problema di geometria enumerativa [On a problem in enumerative geometry]. Giornale 
di Matematiehe 29, 133-140. Published in 1892. 
(14) Osservazioni geometriche intorno alle linee diurne di un orologio solare [Geometric observations 
about daily lines of a solar clock]. Giornale della Societd di Letture e conversazioni scientifiche 
di Genoa. Published in 1892. [In the school of Monge the construction ofsundials was demonstrated 
as a problem of descriptive geometry. In this work, Pieri observes that the line of the solar clock 
during the day (when the declination of the sun is considered constant all day long) is a conic 
belonging to a bundle-band.[ 
(15) A proposito della nota del Sig. Rindi "Sulle normali comuni a due superficie" [A proposition on 
the note of Rindi "On the common ormals of two surfaces' ']. Rendiconti del Circolo Matematico 
di Palermo 5, 323. 
1892 
(16) Sopra le linee uniformemente illuminate di una superficie qualunque [On the uniformly illuminated 
lines of any space]. Atti della Reale Accademia della Scienze di Torino 27, 347-353. [Generalization 
of the theorem of Charles Dupin that the tangent to a point of a line of the shadow on a surface 
is in the direction conjugate to the illuminated ray passing through that point.] 
(17) Sulle trasformazioni involutorie dello spazio determinate da un complesso Hirstiano di rette [On 
involutory transformations of space determined from a Hirstian field of straight lines]. Rendiconti 
del Reale Istituto Lombardo di Milano 25 (2), 1037-1060. 
(18) Sulle trasformazioni b razionali dello spazio inerenti aun complesso lineare speciale [On birational 
transformations of space belonging to a special inear field]. Rendiconti del Circolo Matematico 
di Palermo 6, 234-244. 
1893 
(19) Sui sistemi lineari di coni [On linear systems of cones]. Rivista di Matematica 3, 44-47. [An 
analytic foundation for the geometry of the space of conics.] 
(20) Sopra alcune congruenze diconiche [On certain congruences ofconics]. Atti della Reale Accademia 
della Scienze di Torino 28, 289-303. 
(21) Sul problema degli spazi secanti [On the problem of secant spaces]. Nota 1 a. Rendiconti del Reale 
Istituto Lombardo di Milano 26, 534-546. 
(22) Sui sistemi lineari di monoidi [On linear systems of monoids]. Giornale di Matematiche 31, 
151-155. 
(23) Di due proprietor caratteristiche p r superficie licoidali [Of two characteristic properties of helicoi- 
dal surfaces]. Lucca: Giusti. 
(24) Le trasformazioni razionali dello spazio inerenti ad una conica [The rational transformations of 
space pertaining to a conic]. Rendiconti del Circolo Matematico di Palermo 7, 296-306. 
(25) Teoremi da dimostrare [Theorems to prove]. Giornale di Matematiche 31, 368-369. 
1894 
(26) Trasformazione di ogni curva algebrica in altra priva di punti multipli [Transformations of any 
algebraic curve into another without multiple points]. Rivista di Matematica 4, 40-42. [The 
extension of Pliacker's formula to plane curves with certain singularities.] 
(27) Sul problema degli spazi secanti [On the problem of secant spaces]. Nota 2 a. Rendiconti del Reale 
Istituto Lombardo di Milano 27 (2a), 258-273. 
(28) Per trovare graficamente i raggi di massima e minima curvatura nelle superficie quadriche [In 
order to find graphically the curves of maximum and minimum curvature on quadratic surfaces]. 
El Progresso Matematico 4 (A periodical of pure and applied mathematics of Zaragoza]. 
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(29) Sulle trasformazioni razionali dello spazio che individuano complessi di tangenti [On the rational 
transformations of space that characterize tangent fields]. Giornale di Matematiche 33, 167-178, 
Published in 1895. 
1895 
(30) Sul problema degli spazi secanti [On the problem of secant spaces]. Nota 3 a. Rendiconti del Reale 
Istituto Lombardo di Milano 28 (2), 441-454. 
(31) Sui principii che reggono la geometria di posizione [On the principles that govern the geometry 
of position]. Nota I. Atti della Reale Accademia della Scienze di Torino 30, 607-641. Presented 
by Peano on May 19, 1895. Reprinted in Opere, pp. 13-48. [The construction of projective 
geometry on three primitive ideas, point, straight line, and projective segment.] 
(32) Sui principii che reggono la geometria di posizione [On the principles that govern the geometry 
of position]. Nota II. Atti della Reale Accademia della Scienze di Torino 31, 381-399. Presented 
by Peano on January 26, 1896. Reprinted in Opere, pp. 49-68. 
(33) Sui principii che reggono la geometria di posizione [On the principles that govern the geometry 
of position]. Nota III. Atti della Reale Accademia delle Scienze di Torino 31, 457-470. Presented 
by Peano on February 9, 1896. Reprinted in Opere, pp. 69-82. 
1896 
(34) Un sistema di postulati per la geometria projettiva stratta degli iperspazii [A system of postulates 
for abstract projective geometry of hyperspaces]. Rivista di Matematica 6, 9-16. Reprinted in 
Opere, pp. 83-90. [Construction of projective geometry of hyperspaces on point, straight line, 
and projective segment.] 
(35) Di alcune questioni metriche circa le superficie algebriche [Of certain metric questions about 
algebraic surfaces]. Giornale di Matematiche 35 (4), 75-80. Published in 1897. 
(36) Sull'ordine della variet~ generata di pill sistemi lineari omografici [On the order of the general 
variety of more homographic linear systems]. Rendiconti del Circolo Matematico di Palermo 11, 
58-63. Published in 1897. 
(37) Sugli enti primitivi della geometria projettiva stratta [On the primitive ideas of abstract projective 
geometry]. Atti della Reale Accademia della Science di Torino 32, 343-351. Presented by Peano 
on January 24, 1897. Published in 1897. Reprinted in Opere, pp. 91-100. [The construction of 
projective geometry on two primitive ideas, point and straight line.] 
1897 
(38) Intermezzo (Interval). Periodico di Matematica di Livorno 12, 151-153. 
(39) I principii delia geometria di posizione composti in sistema logico deduttivo [The principles of 
the geometry of position composed in a logical deductive system]. Memoria della Reale Accademia 
della Scienze di Torino 48 (2), 1-62. Published in 1899. Reprinted in Opere, pp. 101-162. [Pieri 
summarizes and reorganizes works 30, 31, 32, and 36; he constructs projective geometry on 2 
undefined concepts, projective point and the join of two points, and 19 ordinally independent 
axioms. Russell (1903) used this as a basis for his treatment of projective geometry in The Principle 
of  Mathematics. D'Ovidio, Segre, and Peano indicated that this work "contains agreat abundance 
of results, the fruit of persistent studies and calculations" [D'Ovidio, Segre, and Peano 1897-1898, 
148].] 
1898 
(40) Nuovo modo di svolgere deduttivamente la geometria projettiva [New method for deductively 
developing projective geometry]. Rendiconti del Reale lstituto Lombardo di Milano 31 (2), 
780-798. Reprinted in Opere, pp. 163-182. [The construction of a system of projective geometry 
based on the ideas of point and homography, and 20 postulates. This work is cited in 1905 by 
Couturat.] 
1899 
(41) Della geometria elementare come sistema ipotetico deduttivo. Monografia del punto e del moto 
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[Of elementary geometry as a hypothetic deductive system. Monograph of point and motion]. 
Memorie della Reale Accademia della Scienze di Torino, 49 (2), 173-222. Published in 1900. 
Reprinted in Opere, pp. 183-233, [The construction ofneutral or absolute geometry on 2 primitives, 
point and motion, and 20 postulates. Russell (1938)judged this paper "admirable", and Wilson 
(1904) claimed that it gives a more fundamental logical treatment of geometry than Hilbert's 
Grundlagen der Geometrie. ] 
1900 
(42) Sur la Gromrtrie envisagre comme un syst~me purement logique [On geometry envisioned 
as a purely logical system]. Biblioth~que du Congrds International de Philosophie. 111: Logique 
et histoire des sciences. Paris: A. Colin (May, 1990): pp. 367-404. Reprinted in Opere, pp. 
235-272. [Couturat read this paper, which describes geometry as the hypothetical deductive 
system that Pieri envisioned, in Paris at the International Congress of Philosophy in 1900. A 
summary is given in the New York American Mathematical Society Bulletin 7 (1901), 158, 
171-172, 234). 
(43) Sopra i sistemi di congruenze lineari che generano semplicemente lo spazio rigato [On the system 
of linear congruences that generate simply lined space]. Atti dell'Accademia Gioenia di Scienze 
Naturali in Catania 14 (4), 1-7. 
(44) Sui principii che reggono la geometria delle rette [On the principles that govern the geometry of 
straight lines]. Atti della Reale Accademia delle Scienze di Tornio 36, 335-350. Presented by 
Peano on January 13, 1901. Reprinted in Opere, pp. 273-288. [Following up on the ideas of 
Plticker, Pieri constructs a system of projective geometry on the ideas of straight line [radius] 
and the incidence of two straight lines [radii], and 16 postulates.] 
1902 
(45) Sul complesso cubico di rette che contiene una stella di raggi e un piano rigato [On the cubic 
complex of straight lines that include a bundle of lines and plane of lines]. Atti dell'Accademia 
Gioenia di Scienze Naturali in Catania, 15 (4), 1-30. 
1903 
(46) Circa il teorema fondamentale di Staudt e i principi della Geometria Projettiva [On the fundamental 
theorem of Staudt and the principles of projective geometry]. Atti della Reale Accademia della 
Scienze di Torino, 39, 313-331. Presented by Peano on January 17, 1904. Published in 1904. 
Reprinted in Opere, pp. 289-307. [Pieri replaces Dedekind's postulate of continuity with a weaker 
assumption to permit construction of projective geometry without admission of the totality of 
real points.] 
1904 
(47) Nuovi principii di geometria projettiva complessa [New principles of complex projective geometry]. 
Memorie della Reale Accademia della Scienze di Torino 55 (2), 189-235. Presented by Peano on 
January 8, 1905. Reprinted in Opere, pp. 309-356. [The construction of complex projective 
geometry on 3 primitive ideas, complex projective point, union of two complex projective points, 
and chain of three collinear complex projective points, and 30 postulates.] 
1905 
(48) Sulla definizione staudtiana dell'omografia fra forme semplici reali [On the Staudtian definitions 
of homography among simple real forms]. Periodico di Matematica di Livorno 21 (3), 1-5. Pub- 
lished in 1906. Reprinted in Opere, pp. 361-366. 
(49) Sopra una definizione aritmetica degli irrazionali [On an arithmetic definition of irrationals]. 
Bollettino dell'Accademia Gioenia di Scienze Naturali in Catania 87, 14-22. Published in 1906. 
[Pieri uses purely logical arguments--a relative analysis of the concept of the class of classes--to 
define irrational numbers.] 
1906 
(50) Breve aggiunta lla Memoria: Nuovi principii di geometria projettiva complessa [Brief addition 
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to the memoir: New principles of complex projective geometry]. Atti della Reale Accademia di 
Torino 41, 339-342. Presented by Peano on January 14, 1906. Reprinted in Opere, pp. 357-360. 
[For the first time Pieri created a complex projective geometry free from algebraic onsiderations 
and from deductive connections with ordinary real projective geometry.] 
(51) Sur la compatibilit6 des axiomes de l'arithmrtique [On the compatibility of the axioms of arithme- 
tic]. Revue de M(taphysique t de Morale, 13 e annde, 196-207. Reprinted in Opere, pp. 377-388. 
[The notion of finite classes--relating the compatibility of the postulate of induction with the 
other postulates of arithmetic.] 
(52) Uno sguardo al nuovo indirizzo logico--matematico delle scienze deduttive. Discorso letto in- 
augurandosi l'anno accademico 1906-1907 nella Reale Universit~ di Catania [A look at the new 
logical direction--Mathematics of deductive science. Speech read at the beginning of the academic 
year 1906-1907 in the Royal University of Catania]. Annuario della Reale Universitd di Catania 
per l'anno accademia 1906-1907, 21-82. Reprinted in Opere, pp. 389-448. 
1907 
(53) Sopra gli assiomi aritmetici [On the axioms of arithmetic]. Bollettino del'Accademia Gioenia di 
Scienze Naturali 1-2 (2), 26-30. Published in 1908. Reprinted in Opere, pp. 449-453. [The construc- 
tion of arithmetic based on primitive notions of number and successor of number. This system 
simplifies the theory of Peano and gives a substitute for the principle of induction. Forder used 
it in his 1927 The Foundations of  Euclidean Geometry.] 
1908 
(54) La Geometria Elementare instituita sulle nozioni di "punto,, e "sfera,, [Elementary geometry 
founded on the notions of "point" and "sphere"]. Memorie della Societd Italiana delle Scienze 
15 (3), 345-450. Reprinted in Opere, pp. 455-560. [This work was presented for discussion for 
the inauguration of the academic year. Forder used Pieri's definition of order from this work to 
discuss "sense of a line" and "sense of angles" in his 1927 The Foundations of  Geometry. Forder 
also cited this work as a basis on which he is able to define "betweenness" in terms of the 
undefined relation of congruence. Tarski used this work as a basis for his treatment of Euclidean 
geometry.] 
1910 
(55) Nuovi principii di geometria delle inversioni. Memoria I e II [New principles ofinversive geometry, 
Memoirs I and II]. Giornale di Matematiche 49-50 (2 ° e 3 ° della serie 3°), 49-96, 106-140. Published 
in 1911 and 1912. Reprinted in Opere, pp. 561-643. [An axiomatization of inversive geometry 
based on the principles of point and circle, noting a reciprocal dependence with elementary 
geometry, but independent either from elementary geometry or geometry of position, or from 
other analytic or geometric presuppositions. Tarski [1929] used this work as a basis for his 
axiomatization.] 
1911 
(56) Sulla rappresentazione v ttoriale delle congruenze di raggi [On the vector representation f
congruences of rays]. Rendiconti del Circolo Matematico di Palermo 33, 217-246. Published in 
1912. [Correlation of differential geometry of the congruences of straight lines and the systems 
of surfaces to the geometry of vector fields.] 
1912 
(57) "Notes Gromrtriques" al volume: Analyse vectorielle grnrrale. I. Transformations lin~aires, par 
Burali-Forti et Marcolongo ["Geometric Notes" to the volume General Vector Analysis I. Linear 
Transformations, by Burali-Forti and Marcolongo], Pavie: Mattei, 1912. 
(58) Sui sistemi ~1 di superficie [On ~i systems [pencils] of surfaces]. Atti della Reale Accademia 
delle Scienze di Torino 48, 132-149. Presented by Peano on December 1, 1912. [Correlation of 
the differential geometry of congruences of straight lines and pencils of surfaces to the geometry 
of vector fields.] 
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POSTHUMOUSLY 
(59) Di due propriet~ caratteristiche p r superficie licoidi [On two characteristic properties for helicoi- 
dal surfaces]. Period. Math. 11, (3), 229-233. Written in 1883 in Lucca. Published in 1914. This 
work is not included in Levi's obituary. Loria cites it in Storia della Geometria descrittiva 
(1921). [Pieri uses linear complexes determined by some screw to resolve construction problems 
concerning heliocoidal surfaces.] 
(60) Traduzione rifacimento per l'edizione francese dell'Enciclop~die d s sciences mathrmatiques 
dell'articolo "Mrthodes 6numeratives (Abz~hlende Methoden)" di H. G. Zeuthen [Translation 
and revision of the article "Enumerative methods (Abz~hlende Methoden)" of H. G. Zeuthen 
for Volume III of Encyclopedia of Mathematical Sciences, the French edition of Encyklopddie 
der Mathematischen Wissenschaften]. Published in 1915. 
LESSONS 
(61) Lezioni di geometria projettiva nella Reale Accademia Militare di Torino (1891); e vari corsi 
litografati di lezioni di geometria projettiva e di geometria descrittiva nelle Reale Universit~ di 
Catania e di Parma [Lectures on projective geometry in the Military Academy of Turin (1891); 
and various course lithographs of lessons of projective geometry and descriptive geometry in the 
University of Catania and of Parma]. 
BOOK REVIEWS 
(62) Recensione del libro del Thomae Die Kegelschnitte in rein projectiver Behandlung (Review of 
the book of Thomae Conic Sections in a Purely Projective Treatment). Rivista di Matematica 4. 
Published in 1894. 
(63) Recensione degli Elementi di Geometria di G. Ingrami. Published in 1899. 
(64) Recensione del libro di G. Peano Aritmetica generale d algebra elementare. (Review of the book 
of G. Peano General Arithmetic and Elementary Algebra). Periodico di Matematica di Livorno, 
18, 293-295. Published in 1902-1903. 
(65) Recensione del libro di S. Catania Arithmetica razionale (Review of the book of S. Catania 
Rational Arithmetic). Periodico di Matematica di Livorno 20, 47-48. Published in 1904-1905. 
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